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We knew that the Hampton Inn & Suites Miami-Brickell Downtown was going for the green,
aiming for LEED-certification status. But, as this shot of one of the newcomer's guest room shows,
the hotel thinks pink, too.
We kinda like those hot pink accents--and they are certainly timely since it's Breast Cancer
Awareness Month--but we wonder how the straight-laced suits who bunk here while in downtown
Miami on biz will like them?
One thing they will like in these cash-strapped times is the Hampton Inn Brickell's opening rates-which are as low as $129 a night this Friday.
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That rate will snag you a King room with free WiFi and, if you book and stay before December 31,
two movie tickets and entry into a sweepstakes for a chance to win a trip for 4 to 'an exotic
international location.' Don't think you can squeeze a flick in between your meetings, though--the
movie tix will be emailed 14 days after your hotel stay.
The new hotel is among the 10 largest Hamptons in the world and features lots of updated features
and amenities that the brand will be rolling out across its portfolio. In addition to the Clean & fresh
Hampton bed™, each room has a 37" HDTV (in suites, it's a 42") and a large work desk with outlets
galore and an ergonomic chair.
Guests have the option of a free "On the House" hot breakfast, and the use of a 24-hour convenience
store. There's also an on-site laundry for sprucing up your suit or washing your favorite Hawaiian
shirt before boarding a cruise. (With close proximity to the port, this is a great pre- or post-cruise
hotel--and much cheaper than anything on South Beach).
Of course, being a Hampton Inn also means that you can put your Hilton HHonors membership to
work.
But, as this Yelp reviewer so succinctly sums up, the best thing about the new Hampton Inn Brickell
may simple be that "EVERYTHING FEELS NEW."
[Top photo: Hampton Inn Miami-Brickell website, all others Antonio Cuellar Photography / Courtesy
Hampton Inn]
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